
Easy Caramel Apples

Makes 8 caramel apples  •  Prep Time: Under 10 minutes,  
plus setting  •  Cook Time: Under 10 minutes

Making caramel apples is great fun, and while making the toffee  
or caramel from scratch is gratifying, this task should only be done  
by an adult because of the high temperature of the sugar. Even dipping 
the apples in the homemade toffee can risk a burn on delicate fingers. 
But why should the grown-ups get all of the fun? These caramel  
apples are made using melted premade candies so that everyone gets  
to dip and swirl their apples and then add their own toppings.

8    medium apples (any eating variety)

8    wooden skewers

1 lb (450g)   soft caramel candies, unwrapped

Assorted toppings, such as sea salt, crushed pretzels, popcorn, 
pumpkin seeds, mini marshmallows, candied coated chocolates, 
chopped cooked bacon

1.   Line a baking tray with parchment paper. Wash and dry the apples, 
then insert the skewers through the top of the core so they reach 
about three-quarters of the way through each apple. Arrange your 
toppings in individual dishes.

2.   Preheat the oven on the Air Fry setting to 400°F. Place the 
caramels in a flat dish and melt for 10 minutes, stirring once while  
heating. Carefully dip the apples one at a time into the melted 
caramel, lifting up and letting the excess drip away before 
immediately dipping the apples into your fun toppings. Place the 
apples on the baking tray to set for about 30 minutes. If the dish  



of caramel for dipping cools, reset the oven to the Air Sous Vide 
setting at 200°F and warm until melted again.

3.   The caramel apples can be made ahead, loosely covered in plastic 
wrap or waxed paper and reserved at room temperature for about 
a day. If you’ve used bacon as a topping, be sure to refrigerate them. 
The apples can be refrigerated for up to 3 days, but toppings like 
popcorn or pretzels will lose their crunch.


